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A Note on the Combinatorics of Multiplication in Groups
ARYE JUHA´SZ AND ALEXANDER LEIBMAN†
Let S be a finite subset of a group G; jSj D n, and let g 2 S  S. Then g induces a partial
function g V S ! S by g.s/ D t if and only if st D g and g.s/ is not defined if g 62 sS. For
every g 2 S  S; g is a one-to-one mapping. In this note we describe the groups which have a
finite generating set S with the property that g is a partial permutation for every g 2 S  S. By a
partial permutation we mean a partial function which, when reduced to its domain of definition it
becomes a permutation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let S be a finite subset of a group G; jSj D n, and let g 2 S  S. Then g induces a
partial function g V S ! S by g.s/ D t if and only if st D g and g.s/ is not defined if
g 62 sS. For every g 2 S  S; g is a one-to-one mapping. We can describe the set of all
the functions g by an n n table TS where we write g in the .s; t/ position if and only if
st D g. In certain cases information on TS gives information on the subgroup H generated
by S and in certain other cases information on the group H gives information on TS . For
example, H is abelian if and only if TS is symmetric, and if H D S, then TS is a latin
square (see [1, 1.2.11]). In particular, if H D S, then each g; g 2 S  S is a permutation.
This raises the following question: for which group is TS a Latin square? In other words,
for which groups are all the g; g 2 S  S permutations? More generally, for which groups
are all the g; g 2 S  S partial permutations? (By a partial permutation we mean a partial
function which, when reduced to its domain of definition becomes a permutation.) In this
note we describe the groups which have a finite generating set S with the property that g
is a partial permutation for every g 2 S  S.
THEOREM. Let G be a group with a finite generating set S; jSj D n,
(a) If for every g 2 S  S; g is a partial permutation, then G has the following properties:
(i) G=Z.G/ is finite, i.e., G is an FC-group (see [2, p. 425]) and
(ii) S breaks up to conjugacy classes S1; : : : ; Sr ; r  n, such that if Ni D hSi i, then
G D N1    Nr and Ni is a homomorphic image of
Mki‘i VD hy1; : : : ; y‘i ; zjy
ki
j D z; j D 1; : : : ; ‘i i
for some ki and ‘i with
P
‘i D n and ki jnW. Moreover, if Ci is the image of hzi i,
then Ni=Ci is finite, j D 1; : : : ; r . Here zi D yki‘i .(iii) Every element w 2 G; w D se1i1 : : : s
et
it ; e j 2 Z; si j 2 S can be written by
s
a1
1 : : : s
an
n ; ai 2 Z such that P jai j P jei j and P jai j P jei jmod2.
(b) If for every g 2 S  S, g is a permutation, then G is a homomorphic image of Mkn
for some k such that G=C is finite. Moreover, C has a transversal T in the group
theoretical sense (see [2, p. 10]) such that S  T  S [ S−1. Here C is the image of
hZi.
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2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
1.1. Denote by N the ordered set f1; 2; : : : ; ng with the usual order, by Dom. f / and
Im. f / the domain and the range of the function f , respectively. A one-to-one partial
function  V N ! N is a partial permutation (p.p.) if Dom./ D Im./. Thus  is a
p.p. if the restriction of  to Dom./ is a permutation. If a bijective function of N is not
necessarily a p.p. then we call it an incomplete permutation (because it can be completed
to a permutation).
1.2. Let S D fg1; : : : ; gng be a subset of G and let 3 D S  S. Let  V 3 ! G be
defined by .gi ; g j / D gi g j and let .3/ D fh1; : : : ; hmg.m  n/. Then  decomposes
3 to equivalence classes 31; : : : ; 3m where 3i D −1.hi /; i 2 N . Each 3t defines an
incomplete permutation ht of N by t .i/ D j , if and only if .gi ; g j / 2 3t . This partial
function is one-to-one, for if t .i/ D t .k/ D j , then gi g j D gk g j .D ht /, hence gi D gk
and i D k.
DEFINITION. Keep the above notation. Say that S is of partial permutation type if each
t is a partial permutation for t D 1; : : : ;m.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
The proof of part (a) of the theorem is based on two propositions. The formulation of
the first of them requires the following notation. Keep the notation of Section 1 and let
!;!0 V N  N ! N . Let F D hx1; : : : ; xnj−i be the free group of rank n generated by
x1; : : : ; xn and let R!;R!0 be the following sets of relations
R!.x/ V xi x j D x!.i; j/xi ; 8i; j 2 N ;
R!0.x/ V x j xi D xi x!0.i; j/; 8i; j 2 N ;
Let L D hx1; : : : ; xnjR!.x/; R!0.x/; i and let  V F ! L be the natural homomorphism.
Denote by jW j the length of the reduced word W in F .
PROPOSITION 1. The following are equivalent:
(i) S is of partial permutation type;
(ii) The relations R!.g/ and R!0.g/ hold for some ! and !0;
(iii) The relations R!.g/ hold for some !;
(iv) S is closed under conjugation by S.
PROOF. (ii)) (i) Assume the relations hold and let .gi ; g j / 2 3. Then .gi ; g j / 2 3t for
some uniquely defined t; 1  t  m. By R!.g/, there is a k 2 N such that .gk; gi / 2 3t .
Thus i 2 Dom.t / implies i 2 Im.t / hence Dom.t /  Im.t /. But as t is a bijection,
Dom.t / D Im.t / and t is a partial permutation. As this holds for every t; 1  t  m; S
is of partial permutation type.
(i) ) (ii) Assume now that S is of p.p.t. and let .gi ; g j / 2 3t . Then i 2 Im.t /
and j 2 Dom.t /, as Im.t / D Dom.t /. Consequently, there are k; ‘ 2 N such that
gi g j D gk gi and gi g j D g j gk , showing that R!.g/ and R!0.g/ hold.
(ii) ) (iii) Clear.
(iii) ) (ii) By R!.g/8i8 j9k.i; j; k 2 N / such that gi g j g−1i D gk . Hence, if we fix gi
and vary g j ; j D 1; : : : ; n; then we obtain n different elements of S, hence, for every s 2 S
there exists a g j such that gi g j g−1i D s, i.e., for every s 2 S and every i 2 N there is a j
such that g−1i sgi D g j . But this is R!0.g/.
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(ii) , (iv) R!.g/ and R!0.g/ mean exactly that S is closed under conjugation by S.
The proposition is proved. 2
PROPOSITION 2. Every element W D x1i1 : : : x
m
im of L can be expressed by W D x
a1
1 : : : x
an
n
such that ja1j C    C janj  j1j C    C jm j and P jai j P ji jmod2.
First of all, the second statement is trivial: the parity of
P jai j remains the same for
all presentations of W 2 L in the form W D xa1j1 : : : x
a‘
j‘ . To prove the first statement of
Proposition 2 we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. Let W be a word in F . Then, for every i 2 N , there exist words W 0;W 00 with
jW 0j D jW 00j D jW j such that xi W D W 0xi and x−1i W D W 00x−1i in L .
PROOF. In the first, by R!.x/ we have
xi x j D x!.i; j/xi
xi x
−1
j D x−1!.i; j/xi ; (1)
and, by R!0.x/,
x−1i x j D x!0.i; j/x−1i
x−1i x
−1
j D x−1!0.i; j/x−1i ;
(2)
for any i; j 2 N .
We prove the lemma by induction on w D jW j. It is trivial when w D 0; assume w  1.
Let W D x"j W0 for some j 2 N ; " D 1 and W0 with jW0j D w − 1. Then
xi W D xi x"j W0 D x"!.i; j/xi W0 D x"!.i; j/W 00xi
for some W 00 with jW 00j D jW0j D w − 1 by (1) and the induction hypothesis. In the same
way,
x−1i W D x−1i x"j W0 D x"w0.i; j/x−1i W0 D x"w0.i; j/W 000 xi
for some W 000 with jW 000 j D jW0j D w − 1 by (2) and the induction hypothesis. The lemma
is proved.
PROOF. Proposition 2 is proved by induction on w VD jW j.
For W D x1i1 : : : x
m
im we denote h0.W / D maxfig where  2 f1; : : : ;mg. Let h.W / D
maxfh0.U /g where U runs over all words satisfying jU j  jW j and U D W in L . Thanks
to Lemma 1, we may assume that W D W0x"h , where jW0j  w−1; h D h.W / and " D 1.
Using the induction hypothesis, present W0 in the form W0 D xa11 : : : x
ap
p ; as clearly




h when p < h
and W D xa11 : : : x
apC"
h when p D h satisfies the assertion of the proposition.
PROOF OF THEOREM (a). It follows from Proposition 1 that S is closed under conjugation
by S. As S generates G;G, acts on S by conjugation and there is a homomorphism ’
from G to 6.S/, the group of permutations of S with Ker’ D \s2SCG.s/ D Z.G/ and
j Im’.G/jnW
Assume G acts on S transitively and let s 2 S with sm D u 2 Z.G/. Then, for every
g 2 G; .g−1sg/m D u, hence in particular gmi D u for every i 2 N . By Proposition 2
every element W can be expressed by W D g11 : : : gnn ; i 2 Z. As gmi D u, we can
express W by W D ga11 : : : gann u‘; jai j  m − 1, i D 1; : : : ; n. Consequently, G=hui is a
finite group and G is a homomorphic image of Mmn . Consider now an arbitrary action of
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G on S by conjugation. Then S brakes up to orbits (conjugacy classes) S1; : : : ; Sk; k  n.
Let Ni D hSi i, i D 1, : : : k. Then Ni C G and because G acts transitively on each
Si ; i D 1; : : : ; k; Ni is a central extension of a cyclic group hui i, ui 2 Z.Ni / by a finite
group. The statements of (i) and (ii) are clear. The rest follows from Proposition 2.
(b) As t is a permutation for every t D 1; : : : ; h, each of the following holds:
(1) For every i; j 2 N there is a k 2 N such that gi g j D g1gk .
(2) For every i 2 N there exists a k 2 N such that gi g−11 D g−11 gk $ .g1gi D gk g1/.
(3) For every i; j 2 N there is a k 2 N such that g−1i g−1j D g−11 g−1k $ .g j gi D gk g1/.
Consequently, by (1), every positive element can be written as g1 gk for some k 2 N and
 2 ZC, by (3) every negative element can be written by g−b1 gr for some r 2 N and
b 2 ZC. Therefore, every element of G can be written by ga1 g"k ; a 2 Z and " 2 f1;−1g due
to (2) and Proposition 2. But then G D [k2N Hg"k , where H D hg1i. Thus H is of finite
index in G and for every i 2 Nnf1g; xnii D xmi1 for certain ni ;mi ;2 Z. Therefore there is
a large enough number K and for every i 2 N ; 9ni 2 Z, such that gmii D gK1 ; i 2 N , and
H0 D hgK1 i is in the center of G. In other words, G is a central extension of H0 by a finite
group. If H0 is finite or jgi j is finite for some i , then each gi is finite hence G is finite.
Therefore if G is not finite then it is a central extension of Z by a finite group M . The
theorem is proved. 2
We close with two corollaries and two problems. The following corollary was suggested
to us by Professor J. De´nes. We are indebted to him for this.
COROLLARY 1. Let G be an infinite group generated by a finite set S. Consider the infinite
latin square L naturally defined by the multiplication table of G. If the sub-multiplication
table corresponding to S defines a latin square, then L is the union of a finite number of
latin squares each isotopic to a latin square corresponding to the multiplication table of the
integers.
The proof is immediate by [1, 1.5.2 p. 44].
For the last corollary we introduce some notation:
(a) say that an element si1 : : : sim 2 Sm is freely reduced if sik 6D s−1ikC1 for every k; k D
1; : : : ;m − 1. In what follows we shall consider only freely reduced words of Sm ;
(b) for every m  3 and g 2 Sm define g S! S by g.s/ D t if there exists a w 2 Sm−2
such that g D swt . Note that for m  3; g is not even a function, i.e., it is a many
valued function;
(c) let Em D fg 2 Sm jDom.g/  Im.g/g.
COROLLARY 2. Assume S D S−1 and for some m  2; Sm D Em . Then G is virtually
abelian.
PROOF. Let s 2 S and let W 2 Sm−1. As Sm D Em , there exists a W 0 2 Sm−1, such
that sW D W 0s. Consequently Sm−1 is closed under conjugation by s and hence G acts
on Sm−1 by conjugation. Let H D hSm−1i. Then H is a normal subgroup of G and as
S D S−1; H has finite index in G. Therefore G=CG.H/ is finite and hence H=Z.H/ is
finite. But then Z.H/ has finite index in G, hence G is virtually abelian. 2
Finally we mention two problems which arise naturally.
PROBLEM 1. Does the converse of Theorem 1 hold true?
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PROBLEM 2. Define T 1.S/ D S  S  S−1 and let T m.S/ D T 1.T m−1.S//.
Assume that S  S is irreducible in the sense that for no proper subsets M1 and M2 of N
is it true that for every i;3i \ .M1  M2/ 6D ; ) 3i  M1  M2, where 3i is defined in
1.2. Is there a natural number k; k < n, such that if j Im.g/j  k for every g 2 S  S, then
T m.S/ is of partial permutation type for some m?
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